I. INTRODUCTION
Previous analyses (e.g., [1, 2] ) of digital phase-locked loops (DPLLs) are based on the traditions of analog loops and introduce analog considerations, such as loop-filter time constants and uncompensated gain variations, that are unnecessary for "fully digital" loops. This reliance on analog tradition makes digital-loop analysis unnecessarily cumbersome and impedes the progress of analysts with little analog training. Theory for digital loops can be developed from first principles without reference to analog concepts. With an appropriately formulated, fully digital analysis, one discovers that DPLL theory and design become more straightforward and understandable (particularly for third-and fourth-order loops) and that loop performance is more easily controlled for "high-gain" loops.
In the new formulation, loop-filter constants are determined from loop roots that can be selectively placed in the s-plane in pairwise fashion on the basis of a new set of independent parameters, where each parameter has a simple and direct physical meaning in terms of loop noise bandwidth, root-specific decay rate, or root-specific damping. For example, a simple choice of parameter values will automatically give a loop a selected loop bandwidth and supercritically damped behavior (i.e., all roots real, negative, and equal). Thus, the need to solve for root location as a function of traditional loop parameters (e.g., B L , r, and k for a third-order loop [2] ) is eliminated and analysis is simplified. The new parameterization is made feasible in a practical sense by the fact that digital loops can often be designed so that they do not suffer significantly from the effects of amplitude variations. That is, variations in signal amplitude, due to either gain instability or signal-power changes, can often be accounted for by using a normalized phase extractor [3] . In this case, a fully digital DPLL does not require the analysis or precautions [e.g., 2] necessitated in other DPLL designs by potential amplitude variations. Even when amplitude variations cannot be removed, the new formulation can be used to generate a reference or target configuration whose response can then be tested with respect to amplitude variations.
Previous analyses (e.g., [1, 2] ) of discrete-update (DU) loops have started with the closed-loop equation in the "continuous-update" (CU) limit in which B L T ! 0, where B L is the loop noise bandwidth and T is the loop update interval. For sufficiently small B L T (e.g., B L T · 0:02), the CU approximation can provide an adequate starting point for analysis and design of DU loops. When B L T is increased in this approximation to larger, high-gain values, however, loop roots move away from their initial small-B L T damping and the loop diverges from expected behavior. Furthermore, actual loop noise bandwidth increases more rapidly than the input "loop parameter bandwidth" and must be separately computed. To overcome these shortcomings, a solution for DU loops is developed in which B L is true loop noise bandwidth for all allowed values of B L T, and root locations follow constant-damping paths as a function of B L T. These features, which are an automatic benefit of the new approach to parameterization mentioned above, can provide, for example, supercritically damped response for all allowed B L T values. Both the CU and DU approaches can be applied to a "delay-locked" loop, implemented, for example, to steer one clock into synchronization with a second clock on the basis of measured synchronization error.
The analysis is extended to fourth-order loops because of the potential advantages of such loops. In some spacecraft applications, for example, loop bandwidth can be set to a smaller value for a fourth-order loop than for a third. Consequently, lower signal strengths can be reliably tracked. Fourth-order DPLLs, unlike their analog counterparts, are easy to design and implement, given the new parameterization. Accurate placement of loop roots results from a simple selection of parameter values rather than complicated analog circuit design.
Acquisition in third-and fourth-order loops should be carefully crafted. A past approach for a third-order loop has been to acquire first with a second-order loop with "wide bandwidth" and then hand over tracking to a "narrow bandwidth" third-order loop. This approach sacrifices the opportunity of directly acquiring weaker signals with the narrow-bandwidth third-order loop. Given sufficient a priori phase information, high-order DPLLs, unlike similar analog loops, can be easily initialized by setting all loop sums so that such digital loops can acquire directly, without first acquiring with a lower-order loop. Furthermore, if sufficient a priori information is supplied, DPLLs will start off tracking in-lock, with no transients. A priori information, in the form of signal phase and its derivatives, can be supplied, for example, on the basis of fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis and/or spacecraft trajectory information.
To establish a foundation for analysis, a high-level description of a DPLL is presented in Section II. For loops of first to fourth order, Section III uses the new parameterization to derive a CU-limit solution while Section IV develops a systematic approach from which numerical, controlled-root solutions to the DU loop can be derived. The analysis is organized so that a step-by-step comparison of the DU and CU formulations can be easily made. Solutions are given for loops with either phase and phase-rate feedback or phase-rate-only feedback, and with the computation delay for closing the loop set to either zero or one update interval. To tie in with traditional analysis, the new loop parameters are related to old loop parameters in the CU limit. Section V presents a method for direct transient-free acquisition with thirdand fourth-order loops, a method that can improve the versatility and reliability of acquisition with such loops. To illustrate the performance of high-B L T loops, Section VI presents results for two measures of loop performance: mean time to first cycle slip and steady-state phase error.
II. HIGH-LEVEL DESCRIPTION OF A DPLL

A. Elements of a DPLL
The block diagram in Fig. 1 shows the basic elements of a DPLL. Since detailed explanations of these elements can be found elsewhere (e.g., [3] ), they will not be reintroduced here. The example DPLL shown in Fig. 1 is based on "immediate update" of the loop filter (i. e., no computation delay) and feedback of phase as well as phase rate. Alternate DPLL designs might feed back only phase rate and/or have a substantial computation delay ("transport lag").
An incoming signal is sampled in quadrature at a high rate (f s ) and then counter-rotated sample by sample at this high rate with model phasors generated by a number-controlled oscillator (NCO) as directed by loop feedback. The resulting complex counter-rotated signal, which should have very low frequency, is then accumulated over an update interval of length T in order to reduce the data rate. A phase extractor then processes the resulting complex sum to produce a value for residual phase for the given interval (nth). Two choices for phase extractor are shown, arctangent and normalized sine extractor [3] . (In a normalized sine extractor, estimated signal amplitude is used to remove amplitude effects from the Q component.) For an ideal phase extractor, the nth residual phaseÁ n is obtained in units of cycles and is equivalent to the difference of the nth input signal phase Á n and the nth model phasê Á n as obtained through feedback:
with each referenced to the center of the sum interval. Following the usual linear model, the theory presented here will be based on the phase-extractor approximation of (1). In practice, actual residual phase can deviate from this linear model due to nonlinearity in the phase extractor, cycle ambiguities, or inaccurate amplitude normalization. Nevertheless, given a well-designed loop and adequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the approximation of (1) will provide an accurate model for loop behavior when the tracking error is sufficiently small. In a delay-locked loop, the residual delay does not necessarily suffer nonlinearities or ambiguities and the linear model can be an accurate model over the full operating range.
Residual phase is passed to the loop filter to assist in the generation of model phase rate. The loop filter generates the estimate of phase rate for the (n + 1)th interval in the form of phase change per update interval,ˆ_ Á n+1 T.
In a loop with phase and phase-rate feedback, as in Fig. 1 , an estimate of the next model phase, the (n + 1)th, is projected ahead to interval center by adding this estimated phase change to the previous nth model phase:
The (n + 1)th model phase, along with estimated phase rate, is used at the completion of the nth accumulation to initialize the phase and rate registers of the NCO in a manner [3] that causes the NCO to produce over the (n + 1)th interval, phase values characterized by said rate and center-interval phase. (That is, the rate register of the NCO is initialized with a rate value equivalent toˆ_ Á n+1 T and the phase register with a phase value equal to model phase minus one half interval of NCO phase change,Á n+1 ¡ˆ_ Á n+1 T=2. With such initialization, the NCO will generateÁ n+1 at mid-interval as desired.) In a loop with rate-only feedback, on the other hand, the NCO rate register is updated at the end of the nth accumulation with a value equivalent to the (n + 1)th rate estimate. The NCO phase register is left untouched so that NCO phase is "continuous" from interval to interval. The center-interval phase values that are applied by the NCO as a consequence of this feedback approach can be obtained through NCO modeling according to the expression
where a half interval of phase change accumulates due to the nth rate and another half due to the (n + 1)th rate. Based on either of these feedback approaches, the loop is closed and a new value for residual phase is produced to repeat the process.
B. Loop Filter
A conventional Nth-order digital loop filter uses residual phase valuesÁ i to estimate phase rate for the (n + 1)th interval according tô
whereˆ_ Á n+1 T is phase change per update interval T and where the sequence extends to the K N term for an Nth-order loop. The loop constants K l are specified below. The variable n c is the computation delay [3] , with n c = 0 for "immediate" updates and n c = 1 for a computation delay of one update interval. If update computations are sufficiently fast, immediate updates can be applied, but possibly at the cost of a small amount of sampled data lost while completing the update computations.
III. CONTINUOUS-UPDATE APPROXIMATION
A. Closed-Loop Equation
In many applications, the update interval T is much shorter than all other filter time scales, and considerable insight may be gained by writing (4) in the CU limit, T ! 0. To facilitate this, we can define without loss of generality CU loop constants · i by means of the relation
so that (4) becomeŝ
where estimated phase rate has been rewritten on the basis of (2) under the assumption that the NCO is updated in both phase and phase rate. In the limit T ! 0, T can be replaced by dt, the first term becomes a derivative, and the sums become integrals:
where t 0 is the starting time for accumulation andÁ is the continuous form of (1):
Thus, in this limit, the basic equation governing "NCO rate" is the same equation that governs the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) rate of an analog loop, given perfect integrators. Note that, for sufficiently small T, all DU loops are described by (7) and (8), so that distinctions such as computation delay and phase and phase-rate feedback versus phase-rate-only feedback are not significant with regard to loop behavior. Solutions of the closed-loop equation can be based on the theory of differential equations after substituting (8) in (7) and differentiating the result N ¡ 1 times with respect to time:
Solution of this differential equation gives the behavior of model phaseÁ in response to input signal phase Á when Á ¡Á is small.
B. Transfer Function and Loop Noise Bandwidth
To find the frequency response of the loop [4] , take the Laplace transform of both sides of (9), and utilize the relation
where Lf g represents a Laplace transform. This produces
where ©(s) and©(s) are the Laplace transforms of Á(t) andÁ(t), respectively. The closed-loop transfer function H(s) is defined by©(s) = H(s)©(s), so we have
The frequency response of the loop is obtained by substituting s = i2¼f in (12), where f is frequency in 
This integral can be evaluated on the basis of of [5, eqn. (3. 112)], to find B L as a function of · 1 , · 2 , :::, · N in the CU limit. The results are summarized in Table I for loops of first to fourth order.
C. Solution to the Homogeneous Equation
Solutions to the homogeneous form of (9) (i.e., with Á(t) = 0) provides information as to the transient behavior and stability of the loop, to the extent that the linear approximation of (1) is a valid model for residual phase. When the roots are unequal (i.e., nondegenerate), the solution to the homogeneous equation isÁ
where each s i is a root of the characteristic equation
and where the a i s are amplitudes to be determined by the initial conditions. (Similar equations can be developed for the degenerate cases, but such equations are unnecessary if the degenerate cases are approximated as nondegenerate by introducing an infinitesimal offset between equal roots.) For the loop to be stable, the loop constants must be set to values that cause all roots to fall in the left half plane. With such roots, all terms in (14) will decay exponentially.
D. Loop Constants as a Function of Loop Roots
To express the CU loop constants, the ·s, as a function of the roots, equate the coefficient of each term in (15) with the coefficient of the like term in the same polynomial factored into its roots:
The ·'s are then given by
. . .
Thus, if the roots are known, the loop constants can be easily computed.
E. Parameterization of Loop Roots
Loop noise bandwidth B L provides us with one independent (selectable) loop parameter with useful physical significance. Traditional loop theory specifies additional parameters at this point (e.g., r, k, ³ 2 , ! n , ¿ 1 , ¿ 2 ) to complete the parameterization. However, since traditional parameters are either inappropriate for digital loops or have indirect meaning with respect to transient behavior for loops higher than second order, they are less useful than more carefully chosen parameters.
Insight as to a systematic approach for parameterizing the roots of higher order loops can be gained by considering the nature of the roots for firstand second-order loops. The root of a first order loop (N = 1) from (15) is a real number that determines the decay rate of the transient response. Thus, a first-order loop can be trivially parameterized with a real number representing a decay rate, with the root given by s = ¡¯= ¡· 1 .
For a second-order loop, on the other hand, the two roots are solutions to the quadratic form (N = 2) of (15) and are given by
This result suggests that the simplest form for parameterizing second-order roots is obtained through use of the discriminant´2´1 ¡ 4· 2 =· 2 1 and a decay-rate parameter defined by¯´· 1 =2. These new parameters yield
Note that both¯and´2 are real numbers and thatí s either a real number or a purely imaginary number depending on the sign of´2. As is well known from second-order loop theory, the sign of the discriminant determines loop damping:
2 > 0 two real roots: overdamped 2 = 0 two real, equal roots: critically damped 2 < 0 complex conjugate pair: underdamped/oscillatory :
Since´2 determines damping, it is referred to as the damping parameter. For a second-order loop, the damping parameter is related to the traditional damping factor ³ [6] by ³ 2 = 1=(1 ¡´2) while the decay-rate parameter¯is related to the traditional variables of loop frequency ! n [6] and ³ by¯= ³! n .
These results for a second-order loop suggest a systematic method for parameterizing the roots of higher order loops. Since the loop constants are real, all complex roots of higher order loops occur in conjugate pairs. Thus, the N roots of an Nth-order loop can be divided into pairs, with each pair parameterized according to (22) . With such parameterization, appropriate selection of¯and´2 for a given pair will allow those two roots to be placed at any allowed locations in the s-plane. Loops of odd order will have a last unpaired real root that will be represented by a decay-rate parameter¯, in analogy with a first-order loop.
Based on the above considerations, the N roots of an Nth-order loop can be parameterized for even-order loops as 
The¯i,´2 i parameters retain the same meaning for each root pair as the corresponding parameters for a second-order loop. However, it is emphasized that the second-order-loop relations of¯and´2 to loop constants do not persist for higher order loops. As shown in the next subsection, different relations for connecting loop constants and the new parameters must be used for each loop order. We can choose one root factor,¯1, as the reference decay-rate parameter, and form new parameters¸i which indicate magnitude relative to the first:
The root parameterization is now given by 
The goal here is to create parameters which dictate the relative placement of the roots once B L has been specified. The parameter¯1, which must be a positive number for loop stability, is made a dependent variable and solved for below as a function of B L . The N independent (selectable) parameters for the loop are B L ,¸i, and´2 i as defined above. The¸is, which we will refer to as the relative decay-rate parameters, control the relative magnitudes of different root pairs. Furthermore, we will always choose¸i to be positive to give exponentially decaying solutions to (9), since¯1 will be a positive real value.
Some interesting values of¸s and´s are: all¸i = 1 (all real parts of roots equal); all´2 i = 0,¸i = 1 (all roots real and equal (supercritically damped)); and alĺ 2 i = ¡1,¸i = 1 ("standard" underdamped response). "Standard" underdamped response for a given root pair corresponds to the response of a 2nd-order loop with ³ = 0:707 (or r = 2, since r = 4³ 2 [6] ). For supercritical damping, the response of each root pair corresponds to the response of a critically damped 2nd-order loop (³ 2 = 1 or r = 4). Thus, this pairwise approach to parameterizing the roots can be easily extended to loops of arbitrary order and can provide direct physical meaning and great flexibility in placing the roots in the s-plane. The next step is to determine the loop constants as a function of the new independent parameters.
F. Loop Constants as a Function of the New Independent Loop Parameters
To begin the process of parameterizing the loop constants, define the higher order CU loop constants in terms of · 1 :
No loss of generality is suffered at this step since N ¡ 1 new parameters ® i replace the N ¡ 1 ·s. Note that this definition makes the ®s dimensionless. As shown in Table I for each loop order, when (27) is substituted for the ·s in the expression for loop bandwidth, one obtains B L as a function of · 1 and the ®s. This equation can be used to obtain the DU loop constant Table II. The variables ® 2 , :::, ® N , can now be parameterized in terms of the new independent parameters, B L , i , and´2 i . The reference decay-rate parameter¯1 can be expressed as a function of B L ,¸i, and´2 i by substituting in (17) the root expressions in (26) and solving for¯1:¯1
where · 1 = K 1 =T is given in terms of the ®s in Table  II . Note that the sum over roots counts a¸i parameter twice for a root pair, once for a simple root. The ®s are now obtained by substituting (26), (27) and (28) in (17)- (20). Results for the ®s are given for loops of order 1 to 4 in the second line of equations for each loop order in Table II . To tie in with past formulations, the ®s are also given in terms of traditional parameters in the third line in Table II . Thus, if the independent parameters of B L ,¸i, and´2 i have been selected, the loop constants can be obtained as summarized in Table II by first computing the ®s on the basis of¸i and´2 i , then computing K 1 on the basis of B L T and the ®s, and finally computing the higher order Ks on the basis of the results for those quantities.
Since the transient response of a CU loop is characterized by the solution (see (14)) to the homogeneous equation, knowledge of root locations provides a basis for predicting such transient behavior and settling time. ("Transient response" in this analysis refers to the transient response predicted for the "linear-phase-extractor" model and therefore applies when tracking error is sufficiently small.) Because the´2 i and¸i values, along with the loop bandwidth, completely specify the roots by location in the complex plane, loop transient response is directly selected at the outset when the new loop parameters are chosen. For example, the decay-rate parameter for each root,¯1¸i, can be computed on the basis of (28) by substituting the appropriate expression for · 1 = K 1 =T from Table  II . For loops of first to fourth order, Table III presents loop constants for two likely implementations: 1) standard underdamping, where all roots have the same decay rate (all¸i = 1) and all´2 i = ¡1, and 2) supercritical damping, where all roots have the same decay rate and are critically damped (all´2 i = 0). For comparison, Table III also presents the corresponding traditional parameters.
IV. LOOPS WITH DISCRETE UPDATES A. Closed-Loop Equation
A loop with phase and phase-rate feedback and immediate updates is analyzed in detail while only results are presented for other loop implementations. For loops with phase and phase-rate feedback, (1), (2) , and (4) can be combined to relate model phase to input signal phase:
where the immediate-update implementation (n c = 0) has been assumed and where the difference operator ¢ is defined by
(An equation analogous to (29) is obtained for a rate-only loop by combining (1), (3), and (4).) To convert (29) to a difference equation, apply the ¢ operator (N ¡ 1) times:
where N is the loop order. In analogy with (9), solution of this difference equation gives the behavior of model phaseÁ in response to signal phase Á, when Á ¡Á is sufficiently small.
B. Transfer Function
To find the frequency response of the loop, take the z-transform of both sides of (31) to obtain
where © z and© z are the z-transforms of Á n andÁ n , respectively. To reach this expression, we have used the relations
and
where Zf g represents a z-transform. Since the closed-loop transfer function H z (z) is defined bŷ
we find that (32) yields the expression
where
The frequency response of the loop is obtained by substituting
in (36) where f is the frequency in Hertz. Plots of the transfer function for possible loop implementations are given below.
C. Loop Noise Bandwidth
In analogy with (13), the single-sided noise bandwidth for the closed DU loop is defined by
By using the transformation of (38), one can rewrite this integral as a contour integral in the form
where the closed path is along the unit circle. (Since the integral is along the unit circle, the conjugate z ¤ can be replaced by z ¡1 .) This integral can be computed on the basis of residues within the unit circle to obtain B L T as a function of the poles of the integrand. For simple poles, the integral is given by
where the sum is over all poles fz i g of the integrand within the unit circle. (For cases with poles of order greater than first, the residue evaluation must be appropriately modified.) As seen in (36), the poles of H z (z) are the roots of the polynomial D(z) in the denominator of H z (z) and therefore satisfy the equation
Let the N roots of this polynomial be z i so that D(z) can also be written as
Since the N roots of D(z) must all lie within the unit circle if the loop is to be stable (see next subsection), all poles of H z (z ¡1 ) will lie outside the unit circle and will not contribute to the contour integral. (Note that there is no pole at z = 0 due to z ¡1 , since lim z!0 H z (z ¡1 ) = K 1 z.) Thus the contour integral can be evaluated in a straightforward though algebraically tedious fashion on the basis of the N poles of H z (z) through use of (36), (41), and (43). The resulting expressions for B L T as a function of the roots z i are lengthy and relatively uninformative, particularly for the higher-order loops, and are not presented here.
D. Solution to Homogeneous Equation
In analogy with Section IIIC, solutions to the homogeneous form of (31) To see that the roots of (42) provide solutions to the homogeneous equation, substituteÁ n = z n in the left-hand side of (31), with the right-hand side set equal to zero, and reduce to the form of (42). Thus, the roots from the homogeneous equation are also the poles of the transfer function. (A degenerate case can again be approximated by a nondegenerate solution with infinitesimally separated roots.) In order for the loop to be stable, the loop constants K i must be set to values for which all the roots to fall within the unit circle. With a modulus less than 1, a root leads to a root-specific transient response that decays.
E. Loop Constants as Function of Loop Roots
To obtain the relationship between the roots and the loop constants, first collect terms according to the power of z in (37) and (43). When the coefficients of like powers of z are equated, one obtains N equations relating roots and loop constants:
where ( n k ) is the binomial coefficient. These N equations can be used to solve for each of the N loop constants K n in terms of the N roots, z i . Thus, if the roots are known, the loop constants can be calculated.
When the contour integral for B L T is evaluated as a function of roots for a given loop order, as described in Section IVC, it turns out that the result can be reduced to a form that contains only the functions of z i found on the left-hand sides of (45)-(49). When this form is reached, B L T can then be expressed as a function of only the loop constants. As examples, results are presented in Table IV for loops of order one to four with phase and phase-rate feedback and zero computation delay.
F. Parameterization of Loop Roots
Parameterization of loop roots in the case of discrete updates parallels Subsection IIIE for the CU limit. Loop noise bandwidth B L and the same root-location parameters are adopted as independent loop parameters. The roots are parameterized in the form fz 1 , z 2 ; z 3 , z 4 ; z 5 , z 6 ; :::g = fe ¡¯1(1 §´1)T ; e ¡¯1¸2(1 §´2)T ; e ¡¯1¸3(1 §´3)T ; :::g
where¸i and´i are the N ¡ 1 independent parameters specified in Section IIIE, with¸1´1. These parameters and "normalized" loop bandwidth B L T will comprise the N independent loop parameters needed to completely specify the loop roots. As in the CU formulation, the quantity¯1 will be made a dependent variable.
G. Loop Constants as a Function of the New Independent Loop Parameters
In (50), the reference decay-rate parameter determined as a function of these N independent parameters. In the CU limit, determination of¯1 in terms of B L ,¸i and´2 i , could be carried out in closed form, as discussed in Section IIIF. For DU loops, however, the complexity of the equations makes a closed-form solution in the general case impractical. Thus, a numerical solution has been carried out by first selecting a value for¯1T and the N ¡ 1 independent parameters,¸i and´2 i , and then computing numerical values for the N roots z i through use of (50). The resulting z i values can be used to compute the normalized loop bandwidth B L T, as shown in Section IVC, and the loop constants, as shown in Section IVE. Repeating the process in this fashion on the basis of the same¸i and´2 i values, one can vary the parameter¯1T numerically to obtain B L T and the loop constants as a function of¯1T.
In general, B L T increases as¯1T increases from zero but can go no higher than a loop-specific maximum value. Plots of B L T versus¯1T are shown in Fig. 2 for two supercritically damped third-order loops with phase and phase-rate feedback, one with a computation delay of zero, the other with a computation delay equal to one update interval. In the zero-computation delay case, B L T can get no higher than 9.5, which corresponds to a¯1T value of +1. In the other case, B L T reaches a peak value of approximately 0:3 at¯1T = ¡ ln(3=4).
For a given allowed value of B L T, therefore, one can find the corresponding¯1T. Given¸i and´2 i and this value of¯1T, one can compute the loop roots on the basis of (50). These loop roots can then be inserted in (45)-(49) and the N loop constants can be computed. Thus, loop constants can be determined for given¸i and´2 i as a function of B L T. Results are presented in Tables V-VIII for loops of order one to four, given phase and phase-rate feedback or rate-only feedback, supercritical damping or standard underdamping, and a computation delay of zero or one update interval. For most loops in Tables V-VIII, loop constants are presented over the full range of allowed Tables V and VI , however, B L T has been extended only up to 5:0 for third-and fourth-order loops, even though much larger values are feasible (e.g., up to B L T = 9:5 for third order and 24.5 for fourth order in Table V) .
Once the loop roots are known, the transfer function can be computed on the basis of (36) and 
H. Example of Straying Roots at Large B L T Values in the CU Approximation
As B L T increases in the CU approximation for loop constants (e.g., Table III), the paths of the [3] , true B L T is the actual normalized noise bandwidth for a DU loop, while parameter B L T is the value used to compute the loop constants in Table III .) Where the curves separate, the CU approximation starts to diverge from standard underdamping, and loop damping changes. The inset plot illustrates this divergence in terms of the corresponding damping parameter´2. For the CU approximation,´2 starts at the intended underdamped value of ¡1 at B L T = 0, increases to a critically damped value of 0 at true B L T = 0:8, and then approaches +1 at true B L T ¼ 1:2. Thus, loop response at high B L T values does not match the original intended response. In contrast, as indicated by the thick lines, the DU exact solution maintains standard underdamping (i.e.,´2 i = ¡1) for allowed values of B L T.
V. TRANSIENT-FREE ACQUISITION WITH DPLLS
If the signal phase and its time derivatives are accurately known at start-up, it is possible to initialize the loop sums and loop phase so that the loop starts Suppose that the input signal can be represented by the appropriate polynomial so that steady-state tracking can develop. In steady-state tracking, residual phase becomes a constant (Á n =Á ss = steady-state phase error) so that (4) becomes for up to a fourth-order loop. Note that estimated model phase rate,ˆ_ Á n+1 T has been replaced by differenced input phase. This substitution is based on (2) and the fact that model phase tracks input phase exactly in steady-state tracking, except for noise and a constant phase offset. Higher order differences of (51) become Using a Taylor expansion whose origin is the center of the nth interval (t = t n ):
one can show these same phase differences are related to input phase derivatives by 
By respectively equating (56)- (59) with (51)- (54), one obtains a set of equations whose number is equal to the number of unknowns, where the unknowns arẽ Á ss and the loop sums. Thus, these unknowns can be expressed in terms of the derivatives of input phase for a given a set of loop constants. Results for loops of order one to four are presented in Table IX .
To complete initialization of the loop, an estimate of starting model phase must be computed. To be exact, this estimate must account for steady-state phase error. For an arctangent phase extractor, tracking error is equal to residual phase (neglecting system-noise error and possible cycle ambiguities). For a sine phase extractor, however, steady-state tracking error becomes
where all phase values are measured in cycles. Thus, model phase for the n th interval, after accounting for tracking error, is given bŷ
for a sine extractor :
Based on a priori values for signal phase and its derivatives for "phantom" interval n, one can therefore calculate at the "completion" of that phantom interval the values for loop sums and model phase that would have been present under steady-state tracking. These quantities can be used to initialize the (n + 1)th interval as though the nth interval had been processed. In predicting the (n + 1)th phase rate by means of (4), however, the residual phase for the phantom nth interval is set equal toÁ ss . Loop updates are carried out in the normal fashion for subsequent intervals. In this way, the loop can be initialized for the (n + 1)th interval as though steady-state lock had been established and no transients will be observed.
The preceding derivation assumed a signal with appropriate polynomial phase so that a steady-state phase error would develop. Under less ideal dynamics, the above initialization process will not eliminate transients, but can greatly assist direct acquisition with higher order loops. Similarly, if the derivatives of signal phase are known, but phase is not, the loop sums can be initialized as prescribed, with initial loop phase arbitrarily set to zero. Again, loop acquisition will be greatly enhanced.
VI. TWO MEASURES OF LOOP PERFORMANCE
A. Mean Time to First Cycle Slip
Simulations have been carried out to determine mean time to first cycle slip, hT 1st i, for loops with phase and phase-rate feedback, no computation delay, supercritical damping, and a sine phase extractor with perfect amplitude normalization. The tracking-error criterion for detecting a cycle slip was jÁ ¡Áj > 0:75 cycles. After each slip, the loop was reinitialized, as described in Section V, with perfect a priori so that it would start off in steady-state lock with no transients. A Gaussian random-number generator simulated noise for the counter-rotation sums.
Loops of 1st to 4th order have been simulated on the basis of the loop constants in Table V . Assumed values of B L T ranged between 0.02 and 2.0 and loop SNR between 0 and 10 dB. Example results are shown in Fig. 6(a) , where B L multiplied by mean time to first cycle slip is plotted versus loop SNR for B L T = 0:02 and 0:5. We define loop SNR, SNR L , according to the definition that leads to a tracking error variance, h(Á ¡Á) 2 i in radians, equal to 1=SNR L for high SNR values. In terms of cycles slips, loop performance deteriorates somewhat as loop order increases, given a fixed-loop SNR. For a given loop order and loop SNR, however, cycle-slip performance improves as B L T increases, as shown in more detail in Fig. 6(b) where B L hT 1st i is plotted versus B L T for 1st-to 4th-order loops, given a loop SNR of 10 dB. With a 3rd-order loop, for example, Fig. 6(b) indicates that B L hT 1st i improves by two orders of magnitude when B L T is increased from 0.02 to 0.5.
As a test of the simulation software, the cycle-slip criteria have been changed to Viterbi's criteria in his exact closed-form solution [7] for a first-order loop in the CU limit, and the simulations rerun. To within a statistical error of about 10%, our first-order loop results for B L hT 1st i at low B L T values agree with Viterbi's theoretical predictions up to the maximum loop SNR tested, SNR L = 4 dB.
B. Steady-State Phase Error
Loop performance at large values of B L T has also been assessed in terms of the steady-state phase error (static phase error). In the CU limit, steady-state phase error (Á ss ) is proportional to B ¡N L for an Nth-order loop, as can be derived by expressing K N for each loop order in Table II in terms of B L and then substituting the result in the expression forÁ ss in Table IX . For large values of B L T, however,Á ss in a DU loop is not proportional to B ¡N L , as illustrated in Fig. 7 . Fig.  7 (a) plots as a function of B L T the dimensionless coefficient required to multiply the CU-limit form forÁ ss . These plots pertain to loops of order 1 to 4, with phase and phase-rate feedback and with the indicated damping and computation delay. At B L T = 0, the coefficient is equal to the CU-limit value. As B L T increases, the increase in this coefficient relative to the zero-B L T value is a measure of the "excess" Á ss relative to the nominal CU-limit values. As Fig.  7(a) indicates, for example,Á ss at B L T = 0:5 for a third-order, standard underdamped loop, is about three times larger than the CU limit would predict. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A first-principles analysis of DPLLs has led to a new approach for parameterizing loops that is not complicated by analog considerations. Loop constants are determined from loop roots that can be selectively placed in the s-plane on the basis of loop noise bandwidth and new independent parameters that have simple and direct significance relative to root-specific decay-rate and root-specific damping. The formalism can be systematically extended to loops of arbitrary order and provides great flexibility in directly placing roots in the s-plane.
In the CU limit, loop constants for loops of first to fourth order are obtained in closed form as functions of the new parameters. In a solution for a DU loop, however, complexity of the equations leads to a numerical approach. The analysis has been applied to loops with either phase and phase-rate feedback or phase-rate-only feedback, with supercritical damping or standard underdamping and with either zero computation delay or a computation delay equal to one update interval. With the new parameterization, exact selection of true loop noise bandwidth and root-by-root selection of damping and relative decay-rate can be carried out for high order loops, even when B L T is large. Analysis and design of thirdand fourth-order loops becomes more straightforward and understandable.
To improve the versatility and reliability of acquisition in high-order loops, a method for direct, transient-free acquisition has been presented. Given adequate a priori estimates of phase and its derivatives, steady-state signal lock can be obtained directly with third-and fourth-order loops without first acquiring with lower order loops. For appropriate applications, use of this method can allow direct and reliable acquisition with a third-or fourth-order loop at smaller loop bandwidth and lower signal strength than traditional approaches.
As a measure of the performance of large-B L T loops, simulations of loop behavior in terms of mean time to first cycle slip have been carried out for loops of first-to fourth-order based on the new parameterization. The simulated loops have phase and phase-rate feedback, supercritical damping, and no computation delay. For a given loop bandwidth, loops with larger B L T exhibit a considerably better (larger) mean time to first cycle slip than those with smaller B L T values.
Loop performance has also been assessed on the basis of steady-state phase error. As B L T increases for a fixed value of B L , the steady-state phase error is essentially constant for small B L T values (e.g., B L T · 0:02) but increases for larger values of B L T. Thus, by this measure loop performance with respect to dynamics deteriorates as B L T increases, given fixed B L .
